Monday

Years Three to Six – School Enrichment

1.

**Name of Club:** Literacy Club  
**Age Group:** Years 3 to 6  
**Day:** Monday  
**Type of Activity:** School Enrichment  
**Location:** EAL classroom  
**Teacher:** Ms. Nurin

**Equipment Required:** A4 paper, glue, marker pens, etc.

**Cost (if any):** None

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

This term, ‘Literacy Club’ will be focusing on several topics like phrasal verbs, suggestions and opinions, and adjectives of description. The members will participate in interesting and enjoyable activities that either require them to work individually or as teams and use their listening, speaking, reading and writing skills. By working as teams and individually, the members will be more prepared for everyday life.

**Final Outcome:**

By the end of this term, students should be able to use grammatical English words and sentences while performing language activities. More importantly, the students will also learn English in fun and modern ways instead of the boring traditional ways.
Monday

2.

**Name of Club:** Wushu

**Age Group:** Years 1 to 11

**Day:** Monday

**Type of Activity:** N/A

**Location:** Fitness Suite

**Teacher:** Hong Sutton (Instructor)

**Equipment Required:** Comfortable and appropriate clothing

**Cost (if any):** RM240. Compulsory annual membership fee of RM30 and official Wushu outfit (t-shirt, long pants and footwear) for RM80. Students have the choice of performing gradings for an additional cost (if they pass).

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

Wushu (also known as Kung Fu or Gong Fu) is Chinese martial arts, both with and without equipment. Students learn how to unlock and utilise both their physical and mental potential through the practice of empty-handed and weapons skills, both alone and with a partner. Although self-defence skills are naturally developed through this process, the true aim of Wushu training is to develop into a person who is able to solve problems and stop conflict. Mew Hong Sutton is the President of Zhong Ding International Traditional Martial Arts Association and holds the Degree of Master, conferred by the Malaysian Association of Grandmasters of Martial Arts, and a Diploma in teaching martial arts from the Malaysian Ministry of Human Resources.

**Final Outcome:**

Through training the student aims to become self-motivated and self-disciplined, physically fit, mentally balanced and ethically focused so that they might protect those weaker than themselves and serve society. Students will have the chance to advance to the next belt level through an official grading by the instructor (voluntary).
**Monday**

3.

![Islamic Studies](image)

**Islamic Studies**

**Name of Club:** Islamic Studies  
**Age Group:** Years 1 to 6

**Day:** Monday and Wednesday  
**Type of Activity:** School Enrichment

**Location:** Bahasa room  
**Teacher:** Mr. Muzaid

**Equipment Required:** Pen, pencils, Islamic story book, stationaries, etc.

**Cost (if any):** None

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

The objective of the activity is to provide students with a rudimentary knowledge of major subfields within Islamic Studies, such as those pertaining to the Qur’an and its exegesis, to the life and legacy of Muhammad, to law and legal theory, and to theology and mysticism. A final area of attention will be pedagogy in Islamic studies, the objective here being to help prepare students to teach courses on Islam. Students with Arabic language ability can expect to do work in Arabic primary texts.

**Final Outcome:**

This activity refers to the analytical exegesis of Qura’n. It covers some specified Soorahs comprising both the Makkah and Madinan Soorahs of Qur’an. The course develops and improves the techniques of understanding Qur’an directly from the text. Research based interpretation of those Soorahs is followed in lectures to prepare the students to carry it out themselves for the rest of the Qur’an. The key tasks include looking at the Soorah as a whole, finding out the coherence of verses from the beginning till the end, describing the type and group of verses, and exploring how the end returns to the beginning as a mark of a complete speech. It further explores the rulings and commands especially in Madinan Soorahs with the help of other relevant verses found in different Soorahs leading the students to the accurate and true interpretation of the verses and Soorahs.
Name of Club: School Production – Ocean Commotion

Please note that this is for members of the principal cast only.

Day: Monday

Location: Performing Arts (507)

Equipment Required: Scripts and USB flash drive for file sharing if possible

Cost (if any): None

Type of Activity: School Enrichment

Teacher: Ms. Ellie

Description of Activity (including goals):

Students will be intensively rehearsing for the school production taking place in July. Having already started rehearsals in class and after school, the principal cast will now start adding songs together with script. Pupils will learn to memorise libretto and lyrics, input creatively when staging scenes and develop their acting skills.

Final Outcome:

Pupils will perform on stage with the other classes from school in the end of year whole-school production of Ocean Commotion in July.
Monday

5.

**Name of Club:** Comic Book Club

**Day:** Monday

**Location:** Year 4 Classroom

**Age Group:** Years 3 to 6

**Type of Activity:** School Enrichment

**Teacher:** Mr. Richard

**Equipment Required:** Colouring pencils and/or markers

**Cost (if any):** None

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

The prospect of joining this club will seem very exciting to students who are particularly enthused by reading Geronimo Stilton, Winx, Badly Drawn Boy, Diary of a Wimpy Kid, or any Roald Dahl book. In this club, we will examine the humour, art and writing style of some of our favourite authors and illustrators, and create works of our own fruition. Graphic Novels have enthralled children for decades, and they have become a recognised genre or literacy.

**Final Outcome:**

Students will learn how to develop characters, describe settings, and efficiently write plots with conflict and resolution. Club members will also explore moral choices and deal with the dilemmas that they can raise, through their own writing and art work.
**Name of Club:** Chess Club (Beginners)  
**Age Group:** Year 1 to 11  
**Day:** Monday  
**Type of Activity:** School Enrichment  
**Location:** TBC  
**Teacher:** Mr. PS Lim

**Equipment Required:** Chess set (provided by SIS)  
**Cost (if any):** RM120

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

Students will learn about the rules of chess, names of chess pieces and where they can move, how to use different pieces and strategies to their advantage, how to think a few moves ahead and how to force opponents to move where they want them to. Students will utilise and apply these skills through practice in friendly, non-competitive games against other students. PS Lim is a Chess instructor from the Penang Chess Association.

**Final Outcome:**

The Chess Club is an opportunity for students to practice their skills. During club days students pair up and play chess. Students will also have an opportunity to compete in a House Chess competition that will be arranged during the school year.
**Monday**

7.

**Name of Club:** Word Search

**Age Group:** Years 3 to 6

**Day:** Monday

**Type of Activity:** School Enrichment

**Location:** Year 3A (level 2)

**Teacher:** Ms. Pavithra

**Equipment Required:** Basic Stationaries

**Cost (if any):** None

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

Children will be able to challenge themselves by competing against each other to complete word searches and puzzles from various categories. Word Searches and puzzles may be done online or on handouts. Children can choose to be competitive or they can complete these independently.

**Final Outcome:**

Skills that translate to reading and writing are developed. Word searches are a way to reinforce vocabulary students are learning through reading. Students will also develop their visual acuity for recognising English words and help them to learn new spelling.
Monday

8.

**Name of Club:** Chinese Chess Club

**Age Group:** Years 3 to 6

**Day:** Monday

**Type of Activity:** School Enrichment

**Location:** Mandarin 1st language room

**Teacher:** Ms. Sook Yee

**Equipment Required:** Chinese Chess set (provided by SIS)

**Cost (if any):** None

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

Chinese chess club will provide formal training on the playing of Chinese chess through professional instruction. Students will appreciate Chinese culture through the leaning of Chinese chess. They will increase their patience and improve their concentration.

Students will learn about the rules of chess, background of chess, names of chess pieces and where they can move, how to use different pieces and strategies to their advantage, how to think a few moves ahead and how to force opponents to move where they want them to. Students will utilise and apply these skills through practice in friendly, non-competitive games against other students.

**Final Outcome:**

The Chinese Chess Club is an opportunity for students to practice their skills. During club days students pair up and play chess. Students track their wins, losses, and draws in hopes of being crowned the champion. At the end, students will have a Chinese chess competition.
Tuesday

Years Three to Six – Community, Culture & Service

1.

Name of Club: Carcassonne

Age Group: Years 3 to 6

Day: Tuesday

Type of Activity: Community, Culture and Service

Location: TBA

Teacher: Mr. Dennis

Equipment Required: Carcassonne board Game and expansion (optional)

Cost (if any): None

Description of Activity (including goals):

The game speaks for itself as it has won various awards over the past years. Students shall participate in a clever tile laying game. This exciting board game will engage students in learning about the southern French city of Carcassonne, which is also famous for its unique Roman and Medieval fortifications. The players develop the area around Carcassonne and deploy their followers on the roads, in the cities, in the cloisters and in the fields. The main aim for players is to develop the area and determine who is victorious.

Final Outcome:

Apart from its entertaining element, and the learning of medieval cities, students shall learn several skills such as team strategy, and negotiation skills. It will also enhance the students’ ability to plan out efficiently any problems or challenges they will encounter throughout the game.
Tuesday

2.

**Name of Club:** Tae Kwon-Do  
**Age Group:** Years 1 to 11

**Day:** Tuesday  
**Type of Activity:** N/A

**Location:** MPH  
**Teacher:** Alvin Aw (Instructor)

**Equipment Required:** Comfortable and appropriate clothing

**Cost (if any):** RM180. Students have the choice of purchasing official Tae Kwon-Do outfits, badges, belts and performing gradings for an additional cost.

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

Students shall take part in several activities led by 5th Degree black belt instructor, Alvin Aw, who has over 23 years of experience in Tae Kwon-Do and is a former Malaysia National champion. Students shall learn the basic moves of Tae Kwon-Do that includes blocking, punching and kicking and shall improve their technique in these movements. Students shall learn self-control through a variety of set movements known as patterns and will use different equipment to punch and kick a target. As they progress, students shall also take part in friendly sparring activities with little or no contact, wearing the necessary protective equipment.

**Final Outcome:**

Students shall learn self-control, perseverance, techniques in punching and kicking a target safely, and how to defend themselves or others. They shall gain several health benefits that include flexibility, mobility, leg power and strength, hand eye co-ordination, reaction time, aerobic and anaerobic fitness and core strength. Through the philosophy and ideals of Tae Kwon Do, students shall learn to be more patient, calm and honourable. Students of Tae Kwon Do are taught that it is an art form meant for defence of oneself or others, never to cause an attack. Students will have the chance to advance to the next belt level through an official grading by the instructor (voluntary).
Tuesday

3.

**Name of Club:** Philosophy for kids  
**Age Group:** Years 3 to 6  
**Day:** Tuesday  
**Type of Activity:** School Enrichment  
**Location:** Year 3  
**Teacher:** Ms. Dani

**Equipment Required:** None  
**Cost (if any):** None

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

This club will tap into children’s natural curiosity and sense of wonder. Children will be encouraged to ask questions and seek answers. The group will strive to make sense of themselves, and the world around them, through philosophical inquiry. Debate and discussion will occur frequently and children will learn to come up ideas of their own and listen carefully to others’.

**Final Outcome:**

Improved critical thinking skills, analytical skills and curiosity of the world.
**Name of Club:** Straits Community Heroes  
**Age Group:** Years 3 to 6  
**Day:** Tuesday  
**Type of Activity:** Community, Culture & Service  
**Location:** Class 3A  
**Teacher:** Ms. Siti Nur Bahirah  

**Equipment Required:** None  
**Cost (if any):** None

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

Straits Community Heroes enables students the opportunity to be exposed to volunteerism and community activities. Volunteering and community service are renowned for skill development, and are intended to promote goodness in every person. In this club, we will be conducting projects for the Straits community, i.e. teachers, fellow students, staff, etc. as well as reaching out to communities outside of our school, i.e. refugee school, homeless, orphanages, etc.

**Final Outcome:**

Straits Community Heroes aims to produce empathetic students with great leadership and project management skills.
Tuesday

5.

Name of Club: Spanish club
Day: Tuesday
Age Group: Years 3 to 6
Type of Activity: Community, Culture & Service
Location: TBA
Teacher: Ms. Harriet G

Equipment Required: None
Cost (if any): None

Description of Activity (including goals):

In this club, students will begin to learn some Spanish as well as discover some of the Spanish speaking countries around the world. Each lesson, students will learn words, phrases and songs following various themes, such as greetings, colours and animals. The children will have the opportunity to learn more about Hispanic culture along the way.

Final Outcome:

In Spanish club, the students will gain a basic Spanish vocabulary as they practise the language through speaking, listening, writing and reading. They will gain confidence through role play, be able to locate various Spanish speaking countries and gain understanding on the various etymologic links between languages.
**Name of Club:** The Year Book  
**Age Group:** Years 5 to 11

**Day:** Tuesday  
**Type of Activity:** Community, Culture & Service

**Location:** English Room  
**Teacher:** Ms. Emily

**Equipment Required:** None  
**Cost (if any):** None

**Description of Activity (including goals):**
You have a unique opportunity to be part of the Yearbook committee and share your ideas and creativity with the whole school. You will be part of the team that decides and designs what goes into the yearbook, as well as working with students across the school to ensure that their views and ideas are represented.

**Final Outcome:**
Your ideas and contributions will feature in the school yearbook which is yours to keep forever!

**NB – Student numbers are limited in this club to two students each from Year 5 and 6**
Tuesday

7.

**Name of Club:** Scientist Around the World  
**Age Group:** Years 3 to 6

**Day:** Tuesday  
**Type of Activity:** Community, Culture and Service

**Location:** Year 4  
**Teacher:** Ms. Pavithra

**Equipment Required:** Basic stationaries  
**Cost (if any):** None

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

Early science was dominated by men, whether in China, Greece, India, or the Middle East. From the 16th to 20th centuries it developed largely in Western nations, and continued to be dominated by men — but all that is changing. Science is a worldwide endeavour and ought to be open to anyone — regardless of ethnicity, gender, religious commitment, or any other personal characteristic.

**Final Outcome**

In this club, students will be familiar with the famous scientists around the world. They will be introduced to the biography of the scientist as well as their contribution to the world.
Wednesday

Years Three to Six – School Enrichment

1. 

**Name of Club:** Maths Club

**Age Group:** Years 3 to 6

**Day:** Wednesday

**Type of Activity:** School Enrichment

**Location:** Maths Room 2 (406)

**Teacher:** Mr. Shahrul

**Equipment Required:** Stationery, Graph papers, Geometry sets, Scientific calculator

**Cost (if any):** None

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

Maths is an important part of our everyday lives. We need it for every calculation we make. From recipes and shopping to tax returns and salaries, maths plays an important role everywhere. This is why it is important that children are taught maths while they are still young. Thanks to games such as bingo maths, it is no longer a boring and hated subject for children! By playing fun bingo maths games, children are taught to love and take an interest in arithmetic. It usually consists of addition and subtraction for younger children and multiplication and division for older children. A range of other activities will also be used to help students to engage in their own learning and improve different aspects of maths.

**Final Outcome:**

Increase students’ interest towards maths. Using games, quizzes and bingo maths motivates students to learn addition and subtraction or multiplication and division. Students will also be able to apply maths in their real life problems.
Name of Club: Chatterbooks
Age Group: Years 3 to 6
Day: Wednesday
Type of Activity: School Enrichment
Location: English Room
Teacher: Ms. Emily C

Equipment Required: Pupils may be asked to bring in their private reading books on occasions.

Cost (if any): None

Description of Activity (including goals):
Reading for pleasure is a crucial part of ensuring that a child achieves success academically. Each Chatterbooks session will focus on a different theme ranging from witches to wimpy kids. The pupils will look at a particular extract from each theme and talk about what they have read, in addition to taking part in fun activities inspired by the weekly themes.

Final Outcome:
The aim of this reading club is to help children build a lifelong reading habit.
Name of Club: Islamic Studies

Age Group: Years 1 to 6

Day: Monday and Wednesday

Type of Activity: School Enrichment

Location: Mandarin Classroom

Teacher: Mr. Muzaid

Equipment Required: Pen, pencils, Islamic story book, stationaries, etc.

Cost (if any): None

Description of Activity (including goals):

The objective of the activity is to provide students with a rudimentary knowledge of major subfields within Islamic Studies, such as those pertaining to the Qur’an and its exegesis, to the life and legacy of Muhammad, to law and legal theory, and to theology and mysticism. A final area of attention will be pedagogy in Islamic studies, the objective here being to help prepare students to teach courses on Islam. Students with Arabic language ability can expect to do work in Arabic primary texts.

Final Outcome:

This activity refers to the analytical exegesis of Qur’a’n. It covers some specified Soorahs comprising both the Makkah and Madinan Soorahs of Qur’an. The course develops and improves the techniques of understanding Qur’an directly from the text. Research based interpretation of those Soorahs is followed in lectures to prepare the students to carry it out themselves for the rest of the Qur’an. The key tasks include looking at the Soorah as a whole, finding out the coherence of verses from the beginning till the end, describing the type and group of verses, and exploring how the end returns to the beginning as a mark of a complete speech. It further explores the rulings and commands especially in Madinan Soorahs with the help of other relevant verses found in different Soorahs leading the students to the accurate and true interpretation of the verses and Soorahs.
**Wednesday**

4.

**Name of Club:** Public Speaking

**Day:** Wednesday

**Age Group:** Years 3 to 6

**Location:** Year 3B

**Type of Activity:** School Enrichment

**Teacher:** Ms. Siti Nur Bahirah

**Equipment Required:** None

**Cost (if any):** None

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

Public speaking helps students to become better and more confident speakers. Every week, the students will be provided with the opportunity to practice their speaking skills as well as be exposed to various speech writing techniques. The multitude of topics discussed every week will broaden their knowledge and enhances their critical thinking skills.

**Final Outcome:**

Public speaking aims to develop students’ English speaking skills as well as improve the formation of their arguments and opinions. It provides them with a great opportunity to speak in front of an audience and help build their confidence.
**Wednesday**

5.

**Name of Club:** Intermediate Chess Club  
**Age Group:** Years 1 to 11  
**Day:** Wednesday  
**Type of Activity:** School Enrichment  
**Location:** TBC  
**Teacher:** Mr. PS Lim

**Equipment Required:** Chess set (provided by SIS)  
**Cost (if any):** RM138

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

Students will learn about the rules of chess, names of chess pieces and where they can move, how to use different pieces and strategies to their advantage, how to think a few moves ahead and how to force opponents to move where they want them to. Students will utilise and apply these skills through practice in friendly, non-competitive games against other students. PS Lim is a Chess instructor from the Penang Chess Association.

**Final Outcome:**

The Chess Club is an opportunity for students to practice their skills. During club days students pair up and play chess. Students will also have an opportunity to compete in external Chess competitions that will be arranged during the school year.
Wednesday

6.

**Name of Club:** Student Council

**Age Group:** Years 3 to 10

**Day:** Wednesday

**Type of Activity:** School Enrichment

**Location:** TBC

**Teacher:** Ms. Jan

**Equipment Required:** None

**Cost (if any):** None

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

This activity is exclusively for those students who have been elected as council representatives for their homeroom class. Elected representatives must choose the student council as their activity on this day.

The role of the representatives is to accurately communicate the views of their classmates, discuss issues related to the school experience from the student perspective and to generate ideas that are both realistic and practical for improvement of the school. Some students will be elected to positions of responsibility within the council, such as President, Secretary and Treasurer. Others will be asked to lead small groups on specific initiatives.

**Final Outcome:**

Participation on the school council will enable students to develop cross-curricular skills such as leadership, communication and problem-solving. Students should become more self-confident and ready to take the initiative.
**Wednesday**

7.

**Name of Club:** Reading club

**Age Group:** Years 3 to 6

**Day:** Wednesday

**Type of Activity:** School Enrichment

**Location:** Year 3A

**Teacher:** Ms. Dani

**Equipment Required:** Reading book

**Cost (if any):** None

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

This club will provide children with some quality reading time away from noise and distractions. This will include independent reading, 1:1 reading with a teacher and reading with peers. Children are encouraged to bring their own reading books from the library and at home, and teacher recommended books will also be offered. Books will be discussed and recommended amongst the group. The children will be advised on ways to improve their reading.

**Final Outcome:**

The children’s reading and appreciation of books should improve.
Thursday

Years Three to Six – Action

1.

**Kids Fitness**

---

**Name of Club:** Fitness Club  
**Age Group:** Years 3 to 6  
**Day:** Thursday  
**Type of Activity:** Action  
**Location:** TBC  
**Teacher:** Mr. Mike

**Equipment Required:** Mat if you have one  
**Cost (if any):** None

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

Fitness Kids is a fun activity where you can build up your stamina and fitness through fun exercises. Students will enjoy a core workout to fun music, which will teach them how to move in time. For children, exercise means playing and being physically active. Some of the benefits children may gain by exercising include having stronger muscles and bones; having a leaner body; being less likely to become overweight; decreasing the risk of developing type 2 diabetes; and having a better outlook on life.

**Final Outcome:**

Students will increase their personal fitness levels whilst having fun with their friends. As part of the workout they will understand that paying attention to their health and fitness is important and can be enjoyable.
Name of Club: Robots 2U

Age Group: Years 3 to 6

Day: Thursday

Type of Activity: N/A

Location: Robots 2U Centre

Teacher: Mr. Yew

Equipment Required: Provided by Robots 2U

Cost (if any): RM300 or RM320

Description of Activity (including goals):

Students will complete the Second Voyage and LEGO® MINDSTORMS® Education programme. This introductory course includes: Introduction to Robotics; LEGO® MINDSTORMS® Hardware Overview; Simple Machines and Mechanisms; NXT-G Basic Programming (Robot Movement, Wait States and Iterations, Level 1 Robot Behaviours and Algorithm); Robotics Projects; and Robotic Missions.

Final Outcome:

The following are the key learning values from this course: Provides excellent cross-curricular opportunities in Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths; enables students to build and program real life robotic solutions and explore the world of engineering; icon-based programming allows students to program quickly; students will enhance their logical thinking and problem solving skills; working and understanding the principles of simple machines, gears, wheels and axle and transmission of motion; and explore the functions of servo motors, sound, light, touch and ultrasonic sensors.

NB – Students joining this activity will return to Straits at approximately 3:45pm
Thursday

3.

Name of Club: Sports Club  
Age Group: Year 5 & 6

Day: Thursday  
Type of Activity: Action

Location: MPH  
Teacher: Mr. Kam

Equipment Required: PE clothing, water bottles and hats
Cost (if any): None

Description of Activity (including goals):

Students shall participate and evaluate performances in a variety of exercises, covering a range of different sports. During this time they shall improve their hand-eye co-ordination (throwing, catching, striking); fitness; team work; leadership skills; communication; sportsmanship; tactical thinking; social skills; and ability to evaluate performances. Students shall gain experience in numerous situations, through playing competitive games regularly, which will test their knowledge of different sports and force them to make decisions quickly.

Final Outcome:

Students shall have participated in a number of drills and competitive/non-competitive games in Futsal, Basketball, Badminton, Dodgeball and more, to help improve their overall performances and well-being. They will know and follow the basic rules of different games, names and techniques of important skills and gain an understanding of how these skills can be transferred into other sports.

This club is open to Year 5 & 6 students only.
Thursday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Club: Lifesaving</th>
<th>Age Group: Years 3 to 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Day: Thursday</td>
<td>Type of Activity: Lifesaving &amp; Swimming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location: TBC until Pool is open</td>
<td>Teacher: Ms. Rowan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Equipment Required:** Swimming Attire, Towel and water bottle

**Club prerequisites (STRICT):** Students must be water confident. Students must be able to swim out of their depth and swim up to 20 m, continuously. There will be a maximum of 12 students in the class only.

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

This club will help you to improve your personal water safety and survival skills. If you are confident in the water and would like to build your stamina and learn how to prepare for rescue situations, this club is for you. Lifesaving will be challenging, fun and rewarding and will give you the opportunity to keep fit with low impact on your body.

**Final Outcome:**

Students will participate in a range of scenarios to prepare them for emergency situations. Skills involved will included sculling, treading water, floating, swim survival technique, use of devices for rescues and improving basic survival swimming techniques.
**Thursday**

5.

**Name of Club:** Cricket  
**Age Group:** Years 3 to 6  
**Day:** Thursday  
**Type of Activity:** Action  
**Location:** Field  
**Teacher:** Mr. Joe

**Equipment Required:** PE kit, hat, water bottle.

**Cost (if any):** None

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

Students will learn how to play cricket. They will practise the basic skills through a variety of different training activities. This includes batting, bowling, throwing and catching.

Pupils will learn to be self-reflective and critical in their approach to skills acquisition, learning to ascertain which areas they need to improve upon. They will also learn how to work as a team in both drills and mini-match contexts.

**Final Outcome:**

They will be able to play a game of cricket. Students will show marked improvement in both ball skills and playing technique. Benefits in their overall health, fitness and well-being will also improve throughout active participation in this activity.
Thursday

6.

Name of Club: Choreography Club
Age Group: Years 3 to 6

Day: Thursday
Type of Activity: Action

Location: TBA
Teacher: Ms. Harriet G

Equipment Required: Full water bottle, PE kit
Cost (if any): None

Description of Activity (including goals):
This club will have students training their minds and bodies as we make up and learn choreographies to popular music. The children will not only increase their physical fitness by being active and dancing for the hour, but also improve their memories and cognitive abilities by remembering entire dance routines and creating their own. Students will also have to fine tune their hand eye coordination in order to dance in sync with one another without bumping into their friends! Choreography club will give students the opportunity to work together, increase stamina and fitness levels and have fun in a relaxed and safe environment. Moreover, dance is a fantastic and fun way to keep fit, especially for those of us who do not see ourselves as ‘sporty’.

Final Outcome:
Children will build upon physical fitness but also boost self-esteem and social skills, increasing their ability to communicate within a group. Choreographed dance also improves reaction time, self-expression and helps to reduce health problems. Studies have shown that dance blends cerebral and cognitive thought processes with muscle memory and development. Therefore, by engaging in aerobic dance at least once a week, your child can improve their brain power all the while having fun!
**Name of Club:** Builders Club  
**Age Group:** Years 3 to 6  
**Day:** Friday  
**Type of Activity:** Creative  
**Location:** Year 1K Classroom  
**Teacher:** Ms. Karen  

**Equipment Required:** None  
**Cost (if any):** None  

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

This club is a chance to offer students a time to relax, create, innovate and collaborate. Our Builders Club is designed to provide members with an enjoyable activity that stimulates and develops spatial intelligence. Students will build vehicles, buildings, gears and whatever leaps into their imaginations!

**Final Outcome**

Students will create and be able to present their model cities, buildings and so forth. Collaborative and team building skills will also be enhanced.
**Name of Club:** Felt Craft

**Age Group:** Years 3 to 6

**Day:** Friday

**Type of Activity:** Creative

**Location:** EAL room

**Teacher:** Ms. Nurin

**Equipment Required:** Felt cloth, needle, thread, etc.

**Cost (if any):** Students have to purchase their own materials

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

Each week a new theme will be introduced and students will get to use their creativity to design their own projects based on the themes given. They will learn basic sewing skills and be given a few simple guidance and instructions to follow. The themes for this term will be different compared to the previous terms and the students are expected to work creatively either as teams or individually.

**Final Outcome:**

By the end of the term, the students will continue to develop their fine motor skills, their basic sewing skills and concentration. As well as all of this, students will also be more confident after completing their projects.
Name of Club: Coding Club
Day: Friday
Location: Secondary ICT Suite
Age Group: Years 3 to 6
Type of Activity: Creative
Teacher: Mr. Nicolas

Equipment Required: None
Cost (if any): None

Description of Activity (including goals):
Learn the foundations of computer science through “unplugged” and “plugged” activities. Yes, you can understand computing theories without a computer (hence unplugged), through outdoor and/or team activities! We will also do various activities using computers such as playing games that will help you understand the basics of programming, creating animations and do some interactive storytelling. Your imagination is the limit!

Final Outcome:
Students will be able to understand what algorithms are; create simple programs and use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple programs.
Friday

4.

**Name of Club:** Production Design club  
**Age Group:** Years 7 to 11

**Day:** Thursday  
**Type of Activity:** School Enrichment

**Location:** Art room  
**Teacher:** Mr. Hasfis

**Equipment Required:** Art materials  
**Cost (if any):** None

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

Each session students will sketch, draw, design and make props and backdrops for the school production. Students will be exposed to various skills in different types of product that they make.

**Final Outcome:**

This will be a great experience for primary students in a prop and stage making project. They will learn skills in drawing, painting and how to manage their work efficiently. They will also be involved in group work and will help each other in order to create a good standard of props for the school production. At the end of this activity they would have learned about different skills in art and their aesthetic value.
**Name of Club:** Orchestra

**Age Group:** Years 3 to 11

**Day:** Friday

**Type of Activity:** Creative

**Location:** Performing Arts (507)

**Teacher:** Ms. Ellie

**Equipment Required:** Musical Instruments (keyboards to be provided)

**Cost (if any):** None

**Description of Activity (including goals):**

Come and join SIS Orchestra for our second term of rehearsals. We have instruments from all four families of the orchestra, but we definitely have room for more members. This term, students will continue to learn many ensembleship skills including following a band part, understanding multiple bar rests and following a conductor. They will also learn to work as a team, rehearsal discipline and musical appreciation. There will be opportunities for more advanced players to take a more difficult part within the orchestra.

All pupils who receive instrumental lessons within school are expected to contribute to school orchestra as part of their lessons, in order to put into practice what they have learned.

**Final Outcome:**

Students will perform their repertoire at various events and will gain a strong sense of community as a group. We will learn Half Minute Waltz, Brudenell Waltz and polish our performances of Tango and Cha Cha. Pupils will gain confidence as they learn to perform with their peers. Their musical appreciation will broaden and their leadership skills developed as they guide other pupils in the group.